DEMOUNTABLE ALUMINIUM FLOOD BARRIER SYSTEM

The UK’s leading system, direct from the Manufacturer

"Our Flood Barrier System was designed in 2001 and has been used during several typhoons and floods worldwide. Over the next 9 years, it was constantly tested and improved, and in 2010 it achieved the highest protection certification we are aware of; tested to a height of 2.1m with zero leakage.

"This level of protection actually exceeds the current British Kitemark Standard, which only allows for barrier protection up to 600mm H and also allows for leakage in 3 places. Please compare the robust quality and highly-engineered nature of our product before deciding which flood protection product is right for you."

Phil Lake
CEO
Lakeside Security Ltd. (Est. 1988)
King Sliding Door Gear (Est. 1930)
Lakeside Flood Solutions (Est. 2014)

Look out for:

Lakeside Aluminium Barrier
✓ Ground U channel ensuring continuous, watertight seal
✓ No tools required, installation is simple
✓ Tested to 2.1m H, zero leakage

Plastic “Kitemark” Barriers
✗ No ground U channel, barriers sit on top of the ground allowing water to leak underneath
✗ Tools required, installation is difficult
✗ Tested to 840mm H, leakage in 3 places

"
Who are we?
Lakeside Flood Solutions is part of The Lakeside Group, a chain of companies that has provided 28 years of excellence in manufacturing, installation and maintenance in the UK door and security industry.

The UK’s Leading Demountable Aluminium Flood Barrier System

Exclusive, enhanced market-leading features over any other system on the market:
• No width or height limitation
• Robust aluminium yet lightweight
• Anodized champagne finish, maintenance-free
• No tools required for self-installation within seconds
• Ground U channel ensuring continuous watertight seal
• 2 year guarantee

Zero leakage:
• Tested internationally up to 2.1m H with zero leakage
• Tested in the UK up to 1.5m H with zero leakage

The most competitive prices, direct from the manufacturer
As we are the only manufacturer of aluminium flood barriers which also installs, we can guarantee the most competitive rates and efficient service - no third parties involved!

Proven to work this year
Lakeside barriers protect 300 homes and businesses in National Resources Wales £5 million flood protection scheme in Dolgelau.

6m W driveway barrier successfully put to the test in Devon.

Our credibility as a company along with our system’s market-leading features have resulted in us establishing a very prestigious client base.

“Lakeside’s enthusiasm was supported by comprehensive testing and product literature... we couldn’t find a comparable system that had been tested to the same conditions.”
Giles Williams, Senior Quantity Surveyor, KIER Construction
Essex County Cricket Ground, on behalf of KIER Construction.

“Based on comparison barrier systems... the main benefits of the Lakeside system include:
• Ease of installation and removal
• Small number of components
• The quality and aesthetics
• Technical support and advice given by Lakeside
• Cost comparison with other systems

Terry Kirwan BSc.(Hons) M.I.E.I.
Project Management Consultant for Selfridges Group
Brown Thomas Cork, Selfridges Group.

“The installers are excellent ambassadors for your company - very polite and diligent. I preferred your barrier system over any other on the market.”
Keith Monk, Retired Regional Engineer for Siemens
Residential Driveway, Cumbria.

“I would like to thank you for your effort in getting the barriers fitted so quickly for us and also ask you to pass on our thanks to the fitters who were also excellent.”
Steven Brookfield, Commercial Director, KIER Services
Residential Front Door (side posts powder coated white), Essex.

CALL NOW for a FREE no obligation survey & quote
01792 561117